A parent’s worst nightmare is
something bad happening in
their home at night. Families
haven’t traditionally had many
safety options as conventional
security lights are cumbersome
and have limited features.
Not anymore! PoEWit lights provide
homes with smart, secure, easily
maintained lighting that protects
the home.

CLOUD
INTELLIGENT
LIGHTS
KEEP THE FAMILY

SAFE AT NIGHT

AND DURING
POWER OUTAGES

POEWIT SOLUTIONS
REPLACE LEGACY
LIGHTS WITH
MULTI-PURPOSE
INTELLIGENT DEVICES

When everyone goes to
bed and the lights go out,
finding the path to the
bathroom or the nearest exit
can be difficult. Night lights
currently on the market are
not the answer. Most need
to be plugged into an AC
outlet, thus the location is
compromised and the
light often can’t be
placed where you need
it most. Also, they can
get unplugged when
vacuuming, blowdrying hair, or even
just accidentally.
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POEWIT’S INTELLIGENT,
DISCRETE LED LIGHTS
DELIVER MANY BENEFITS
Battery operated night-lights and flashlights
are better, but the onus falls on the homeowner
to remember to regularly change the battery.
Everyone is too busy these days to worry about
whether a night light is secure or a battery is
charged. Regardless, all of these types of nightlights and flashlights are dumb - everything
needs to be done manually, they don’t work
on a schedule, and the intensity and shade
of the light can’t be changed.

Wouldn’t it be
great if certain
lights automatically
turned brighter in
case of an emergency?
Wouldn’t it be great if these
lights stayed on in the case
of a power outage and directed
your family to safety?

In emergencies,
there is no
guarantee that they
are charged or working.
In some cases, security
professionals will deploy
commercial emergency lighting
PoEWit offers an alternative: its smart, modern,
in homes. But these devices
intelligent lights deliver many benefits. PoEWit products
are eyesores that detract
become permanent infrastructure fixtures in the walls and
from a home’s ambiance
and, ultimately, its
add value to a home. They are simple to install and quite flexible
value.
in customization. These products are not limited to outlet locations
and are easier and safer to install than high voltage, Romex cabling
systems.
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They go
wherever
you wire a
low voltage Cat5
cable because they are
PoEWit’s lighting system delivers a wide range of
powered and networked by
software capabilities but is simple to operate.
PoE. The PoEWit solutions also
double as custom night safety lights
Each mode is user-configurable via a
because they can be dimmed to a user’s
smart-phone app. Since the solution is
preference, so they reduce energy costs
monitored by the cloud, it understands
and do not disturb your sleep.
what is occurring and adjusts
The lights can be programmed to schedule
accordingly. In the event of an
when dimmer lights come on, when night lights
should illuminate, and when waking lights are
Internet connection disruption,
triggered. All that is needed is for the owner
the system will even failto set the lights to On, Off, and the desired
over to local mode so no
light intensity levels. The lights work with
internet connection is
a PoEWit Uninterruptible Power Supply
needed.
or UPS during a power outage. When
the UPS senses a loss of power,
it triggers a power-out mode
that turns on important
lights and turns off
unnecessary lights
to extend
battery life.

POE
POWERED
LIGHT
The PoEWit devices required
for this application are:
• Any PoEWit Cloud Intelligent LED
PoE Powered Lighting
PoEWit lights can be
strategically installed
to provide a safe path to
bathrooms, near stairwells,
down hallways, and to exit
a home in case of an
emergency.

• PoEWit Cloud Intelligent Perpetual PoE
Network Switch or PoEWit Single Port PoE
Injector 90W 802.3bt
• PoEWit Cloud Intelligent Uninterruptible Power
Supply UPS with Power Conditioner.
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Homeowners have enough to worry about nowadays. They desire
simple, powerful, cloud-enabled, digital solutions that are discrete
and a part of their home’s infrastructure. The PoEWit lighting solutions
enable custom installers to provide their customers with leading-edge
solutions at reasonable prices so their customers have smart, secure,
easily maintained lighting that protects their homes.
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